
Introduction to CS – Happiness Lab 

 

Personal Data Journal - Room Data Collection Project 
 

During the next several days, you will generate a collection of personal data. What you’ll record is data about 
your movements within the school during the day and how you were feeling at that time. Ideally you will carry 
this paper with you and take notes over the course of your day - you may also simply transcribe it into your 
journal in an organized way.  You should have at least one entry for each class you’re in each day, but you can 
have more. 

 

For the columns of Day, Time and Location, you should record the data in most appropriate way you see fit. The 
last column labeled “Happy” is curious. What we want you to record is some measure of your happiness at that 
point in the day. How you record this is up to you. 
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Introduction to CS – Happiness Lab 

 

For this activity, you are to record data about your level of happiness during the day. With a 

partner, you must record data for the two of you and for at least four other people (so a 

minimum of 6 people polled). All data must be stored electronically. So collaborate with you 

partner and make one Google form to record the data.  Upload the Google form on your 

Data/Information Website and then share the spreadsheet with me.  

 

Then answer the following questions: 

1. How did you and your partner organize and format the form properly? 

2. What does the data recorded look like in your spreadsheet? 

3. How did you denote or classify level of happiness? Numbers? Percentages? Letter Grades?  

4. Can you perform calculations on the data you stored? 

 

Analyze you data: 

 1. What day are people most happy? 

 2. What time are people most happy? 

 3. What room/location are people most happy in? 

 4. What is the most optimum day, time and place that people are most happy? 

 

 

 

 

 


